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Abstract—Android mobile users are provided with a permissions list before installing an app that displays the list of resources available to that app. Users can review the permissions list and decide to install the app if they trust the app with their information. However, this information is accessible not only to the app provider but may also be available to third party ad libraries included in the app, which users are unaware of. In this paper, we propose a novel icon-based privacy threat representation as an alternative to permissions list that shows privacy threats to users from both app providers and associated ad libraries. Our approach considers users’ privacy in terms of three granules: location, identity and query. Our proposed interface aims to educate users about which particular app providers and third parties have access to their privacy granules. We obtained user feedback on our technique in two user surveys (n = 137; 294), one each for testing the icons and the icon-based privacy threat display. We present our findings for ease of use and effectiveness of the novel privacy threat interface and further evaluate its impact on users’ installation decision.

I. INTRODUCTION

Android Operating System (OS)-based devices hold a majority share of the smartphone market–81% as of Jan. 2014 [14] along with its official app store – Google Play store hosting over 1.3 million apps. Majority of these apps are developed and uploaded by independent developers, which users download and install to avail different services like location-based services, online games, social networking, entertainment, and many others. In order to provide required services, apps access critical resources on end users’ devices like their location, contacts list etc.) from the user’s device and track of users’ activity over multiple apps (in which that particular ad library is included) with users’ device ids acting as unique identifiers for such data. Although, ad libraries are capable of accessing critical information from the user’s device, those details are not revealed to the user during install time through the app’s permissions list, since permissions lists only display information accessible to the app provider. Therefore, it would be helpful to provide an interface to end users that communicates the information accessible to both app providers and third party ad libraries, so they can make an informed decision during app installation.

Through our work introduced in this paper, we replace the current permissions list with an icon-based privacy threat representation (also referred as proposed interface). We consider user privacy in terms of three granules: the user’s location, information that might reveal his identity (like his device IMEI (International Mobile Station Equipment Identity), email address etc.) and his search queries issued through the app. We derive the threat representation from information accessible to app provider and ad libraries included in that app (also referred as third parties) that might reveal any of above mentioned privacy granules.

We performed two online usability studies to obtain user feedback on our icon-based privacy threat interface. The first usability study was to select three icons, one each for the location, identity, and query granules. The second usability study was to evaluate our novel icon-based privacy threat interface that we created using the icons selected in the first user study. Users were shown the current permissions list interface and our icon-based privacy threat interface for an app and their responses were evaluated to determine ease of use in finding required information in both interfaces, effectiveness of the proposed interface, and its impact on app installation decision making. Our findings indicate that users are open to novel representations as alternatives to current text-based permissions list. Since, our privacy threat interface showed the privacy threat from both app provider and ad libraries included in it, users felt that showing such a privacy threat interface before installation of the app would influence their user location, contacts list etc.) from the user’s device and send it to their servers along with the device id. Authors in [24] analyzed 13 most popular Android ad libraries and concluded that: (a) Different ad libraries have different practices in place when accessing data from users’ devices i.e., some ad libraries might access data that is not disclosed in their documentation while some may not. (b) Third party ad libraries can keep track of users’ activity over multiple apps (in which that particular ad library is included) with users’ device ids acting as unique identifiers for such data. Although, ad libraries are capable of accessing critical information from the user’s device, those details are not revealed to the user during install time through the app’s permissions list, since permissions lists only display information accessible to the app provider. Therefore, it would be helpful to provide an interface to end users that communicates the information accessible to both app providers and third party ad libraries, so they can make an informed decision during app installation.
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app installation decision.

II. RELATED WORK

Privacy concerns in Android apps have been addressed in two facets: (a) Performing automated application analysis to detect misuse of user’s private data and (b) Educating users about privacy threats before application installation. Researchers [8], [3] have proposed methods based on permissions analysis and detected excessive permission usage by Android apps, more than required by their functionality. TaintDroid detects information leakages, in real time by performing dynamic analysis of Android apps [7]. In [10], the authors developed a tool: ScanDroid, which analyzes Android apps’ source code, along with the manifest file included with each app, to produce a data-flow policy specification describing an app’s use of information. Some additional security tools have also been developed to protect Android users’ privacy [27], [4], [21], [13], where in [21] each user is given the flexibility to choose a more granular level of privacy protections. This mechanism would allow users to grant permissions to applications based on their comfort level and underlying usage context.

Work specific to privacy and security risks posed by third party ad libraries in Android apps has been done by authors in [24], [11] and [5]. In [24], Stevens et. al. performed analysis on 13 Android libraries and found that some ad libraries checked for permissions beyond the required and optional ones listed in their documentation, including sensitive permissions like CAMERA, WRITE CALENDAR, and WRITE CONTACTS. Grace et. al. have created a static analysis tool: AdRisk to systematically identify security and privacy risks posed by ad libraries [11]. Authors present their results for 100 ad libraries in terms of data and permissions accessible to each of them. In [5], authors create a tool Brahmastra to detect security risks involved in third party ad libraries’ code included in Android apps through UI path execution analysis. Authors findings mention that 175 out 220 children’s apps display ads that attempt to collect personal information, which is a potential violation of the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA). In [6], authors have performed longitudinal analysis of Android ad library behavior by investigating their behavior changes over time by taking a sample of 100,000 apps. They reveal that over last several years more libraries are able to use permissions that pose particular risks to user privacy and security and such behavior of ad libraries is steadily increasing.

Kelley et. al. [18] conducted a user study and identified that users do not pay attention to permissions lists before installing Android applications and are not aware of the security risks posed by apps accessing these permissions. Felt et. al. [9] also conducted studies to understand users’ perception regarding permissions list and found the same. In order to enhance the user experience while reading permissions lists and allow them to make an informed decision, Kelley et. al. [19] proposed to display privacy information to users before they decide to install the app and assist them in choosing applications with less permissions. Lin et. al. in [20] designed a variant interface that replaced the regular permissions list. Their variant had opinions of previous users of the app, regarding different permissions the app requested. Authors obtained this opinion through an online survey which evaluated the mental models of Android users regarding the expectation and purpose of permissions in Android apps.

In its latest update, Google Play Store has enhanced its permissions list by adding icons along with grouping their permissions to enhance user experience. In the latest permissions list, all available 145 permissions are classified in to different permission groups, where each group is represented by an icon. For example, all location related permissions are listed under the ‘Location’ group and represented using a location icon. Permissions that cannot be classified in to any group, are part of the ‘other’ group. However, this new interface does not represent any privacy threat details, communicate to user how the collected information is shared with third parties and further new permissions accessed as part of app updates are not revealed to the end user.

Our work in this paper is first of its kind that extracts privacy threats (posed from both app provider and associated third parties) by performing static and dynamic analysis of an app and further presents the threat information to users in a usable icon-based threat representation interface. We envision our proposed interface would assist Android users in making an informed app installation decision.

III. BACKGROUND

A. Ad libraries in Android

Ad providers issue SDKs (ad libraries) that developers include in their apps for retrieving ads from the ad provider’s servers. The SDK provides APIs that abstract the methodology involved in requesting, parsing responses, and displaying ads in the app. To display an ad, the ad library makes an ad request to an ad server, which responds with the ad shown to the end user. While communicating with the ad server, an ad library may send the user’s device’s unique id along with other data, such that customized ads can be served to the user. For example, a user’s location data could help the ad server send ads pertaining to that location, or even nearby businesses.

Ad libraries execute in the same process space as the apps in which they are included, giving them same privileges as the host app on the device. In addition, ad libraries also have a mandatory set of permissions needed to execute (usually permissions for communicating over network) that must be added to the manifest.xml file. In this way, ad libraries will have access to the resources required for their functioning and also any resources accessible to the app. When a user accepts the permissions list displayed to him before app installation, he is directly granting the app provider with those permissions and indirectly granting those same permissions to ad libraries included in that app. At this point, how ad libraries utilize permissions accessible to them for accessing user data and related privacy threats completely depends on their SDK implementation. As mentioned by authors in [24], different SDKs use permissions accessible to them in different ways. For example, Mobelx ad library utilized seven undocumented permissions i.e., permissions not specified as either mandatory or optional in its SDK documentation. These included four invasive permissions: READ CALENDAR, WRITE CALENDAR, READ CONTACTS, and WRITE CONTACTS.
B. Granular Privacy for Mobile Users

In this work, we consider privacy requirements of Android users in terms of three granules: Location ($L$), Identity ($I$) and Query ($Q$). $L$ refers to user’s geographical location details, $I$ refers to details that would uniquely identify the user; for example, his email address, device IMEI number, social accounts etc. $Q$ refers to a user’s search queries or items of interest he looks up using a mobile app, like nearest restaurants, gas stations, bars, etc. Revealing or sharing any of the above granules or data related to them to untrusted parties is considered a privacy threat to that granule. For example, if an app includes an ad library that has access to user’s location, then there is a privacy threat to user’s $L$ from both the app provider and associated ad library.

**Why location, identity and query only as granules?**

We consider $L$, $I$ and $Q$ as privacy granules due to their sensitive nature in mobile environment i.e., compromising different combinations of $L$, $I$ and $Q$ of a mobile user under different usage scenarios would reveal several critical, personal characteristics of the user to untrusted parties. For examples;

(a) Knowing a mobile user’s location at certain instance of time near a political rally might reveal his political affiliations.

(b) Similarly, knowing that same mobile user is interested in nearest gay dance bar, might reveal his personal interests to same untrusted third parties. In addition, user studies have indicated that mobile users are primarily concerned with threat posed to their location privacy from untrusted parties while using location-based services [16], [12] since location compromise could sometimes lead to identifying them and further lead to stalking attacks [22], [25]. Finally, when users’ queries (search interests) are linked to their location, identity details, untrusted third parties can easily profile users based on their likes, dislikes during certain time periods in certain locations. Since, majority of Android apps are developed and published by independent developers, firms and they share user data with multiple third party ad libraries, content providers etc., the privacy threat to user’s $L$, $I$ and $Q$ gathered by these apps has never been more serious than in current scenario.

IV. METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW

We considered access to, or sharing of data pertaining to a privacy granule as threat to that privacy granule. In order to detect threat to users’ privacy granules from an app and associated ad libraries, we used a combination of static and dynamic analysis techniques on that app. The aim of our analysis techniques was to detect whether that app or an ad library included in it has access to users’ privacy granules. We explain the process below.

A. Identifying Location, Identity and Query Data Access

**Determining identity and location information:** In Android 4.4, there are 145 permissions that restrict access to device resources (like location sensor, contacts list, device ID etc.) for an app during installation time. We categorized these permissions into 2 categories: $L_p$ and $I_p$ where $L_p$ holds permissions that are required to access user location and $I_p$ holds permissions required to access identity information. For example, to access a user’s location, there are two permissions that an app declares in manifest.xml (app’s configuration file): ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION and ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION and we categorized these in to $L_p$. To access identity related information, permissions like GETACCOUNTS, READ_PHONE_STATE etc. that allow an app to access user accounts (like Facebook, Google, Twitter logsins etc.) on device and obtain user device’s unique identifier respectively are categorized into $I_p$. All permissions that give access to device’s unique IDs, accounts, read contacts, read SMS, calendar, profile information, phone calls on device are categorized in to $I_p$. Table I shows a complete list of permissions we considered for location and identity information.

**Determining query information:** Since user queries in apps are accepted through a search functionality, we detected if the target app implements a search functionality. When implementing search functionality, all Android apps are required to define a search configuration file (in XML format) that delivers search queries and provides search suggestions. Existence of this configuration file in an app implies that the app provides search query functionality to the user and we considered all data entered in that search field as query information.

B. Static and Dynamic Analysis

**Static analysis to detect data available to app provider:** In static analysis, we analyzed the target app in its .apk format (the package file format in which the app is distributed). We extracted and analyzed the manifest.xml from .apk file to determine the permissions requested by the app. We compared this permissions list with $L_p$ and $I_p$ to identify if the app is accessing any location and identity related information from the user’s device. The analysis of manifest.xml also gave us ad libraries that are included in the app, since each ad library’s package is specified in manifest.xml. Finally, to identify if an app accepts query information, we determined the existence of search configuration file in .apk file through static analysis. Thus, we used static analysis to identify (a) App’s access to location and identity information, (b) Enumerate included ad libraries and (c) Identify if the app accepts any search query from the user.

**Dynamic analysis to detect data available to third parties:**

In dynamic analysis, we captured the network traffic of the app while running it and analyzed the captured traffic data to determine what information was being sent to different third party ad library server IPs and isolated information of interest pertaining to our granules. We primarily used TaintDroid and Robotium [1] for our dynamic analysis. TaintDroid is a tool that determines which sensitive information is triggered and where it is sent for an app. Robotium is a Android test automation framework that we used to write test cases for auto app navigation by executing graphical elements on each screen. We captured logs of network communication during the auto navigation process and analyzed them to find items of interest like location information, identity information, and search query terms.

**Data set of Apps:** We collected the top 50 free Android apps (as of February 2014) from Google Play Store and implemented above mentioned static and dynamic analysis methodology on them. Thus, we could identify threats to
privacy granules posed by each of the top 50 apps and ad libraries included in them.

V. GRANULAR PRIVACY THREAT REPRESENTATION

The primary requirement for the new icon-based privacy threat interface was: It should present privacy threats posed to users’ privacy granules from all parties associated with an app and it should be intuitive and usable on the screen size of a mobile device (averaging 3.5 inches diagonally).

A. Design Rationale

Research suggests that the text heavy privacy policies are very difficult for end users to comprehend [17], [23]. On Android, the permissions list is the only source currently available to users that communicates to them what information is accessed from their device. However, as mentioned in [9], [19], users find it difficult to understand the permissions list. This is primarily due to the technical nature of the permissions list, lack of risk notation in the permissions list, and finally due to the list’s inability to capture users’ attention. Considering the above limitations, we propose a novel icon-based interface for privacy threat visualization. Our reasoning behind selecting an icon-based interface is as follows: (a) Since, we are going to represent privacy threat in terms of only three granules, it would not overload users to represent those three attributes as simple icons. This will make use of the small mobile screen space efficiently and assist in gaining user attention. (b) When icons are combined with appropriate text explanation, they could cover time, speed up users’ decision process and improve their comprehension.

B. Design Process

Our design process included three steps:

Step 1 - Designing icons for location, query, and identity granules: We created three icon variants for location, query, and identity. For the location icon, we used prevailing icons that are used in mapping and navigation software. For the query icon, we designed three variants that represent searching for information over Internet. For the identity icon, we designed three variants that represent a person or his personal details. All icons were presented in gray scale to remove biases to colors from our users.

Step 2 - Adding threat and safe symbols: To represent possible threat to privacy granules, we used the standard danger symbol, an exclamation mark surrounded by a red triangle. To represent safety, we used a standard check mark surrounded by a green circle. In cases where we were unsure if access was possible, we displayed a question mark surrounded by an yellow circle. The above symbols are displayed at bottom right of the privacy granule icons based on the analysis results for a particular app.

Step 3 - Putting the final interface together: Our final interface design that communicates privacy threat to the user is a replacement to current permissions list. The interface has two sections: ‘App Provider’ and ‘Third Parties’. The ‘App Provider’ section shows threat(s) posed to user’s privacy granules based on data accessible to the app provider. The ‘Third Parties’ section shows threat(s) posed to user’s privacy granules through the data accessible or shared with third party ad libraries.

Figure 1 shows the new proposed interface. Each icon is described by a one line sentence that explains the threat or safety aspect for that respective granule. In addition to the ‘Accept’ button, the new interface also provides a ‘Reject’ button that enables the end user to opt out of app installation in cases where might feel uncomfortable with the app’s (and included third parties) data access capabilities. With the proposed interface, we envision to present privacy threats from both app provider and third parties in a consolidated display to the end user.

VI. USER STUDY

We performed user study of new icon-based privacy threat interface to obtain user feedback on our approach. Our user study was divided into two phases: (a) In phase I, we conducted a user study for obtaining feedback on icon variants for location, query and identity. The aim of phase I user study was to select three icons, one each for location, query, and identity from variants we created. We wanted to use the icons that would be the most recognizable and understandable to users. (b) In phase II, we created a user study to evaluate the new icon-based privacy threat interface. In this phase, users were shown the current permissions list interface and new icon-based privacy threat design interface for same app and user feedback was obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION</th>
<th>ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION</th>
<th>INSTALL_LOCATION_PROVIDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identity</td>
<td>ACCOUNT_MANAGER</td>
<td>READ_CALL_LOG</td>
<td>SEND_RESPOND_VIA_MESSAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTHENTICATE_ACCOUNTS</td>
<td>READ_CONTACTS</td>
<td>SEND_SMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BODY_SENSORS</td>
<td>READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE</td>
<td>SUBSCRIBED_FEEDS_READ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALL_PHONE</td>
<td>READ_HISTORY_BOOKMARKS</td>
<td>WRITECALENDAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALL_PRIVILEGED</td>
<td>READ_PHONE_STATE</td>
<td>WRITE_CALL_LOG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMARA</td>
<td>READ_PROFILE</td>
<td>WRITE_CONTACTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GET_ACCOUNTS</td>
<td>READ_SMS</td>
<td>WRITE_PROFILE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANAGE_ACCOUNTS</td>
<td>READ_SOCIAL_STREAM</td>
<td>WRITE_SMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCESS_OUTGOING_CALLS</td>
<td>RECEIVE_MMS</td>
<td>WRITE_SOCIAL_STREAM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>READ.Calendar</td>
<td>RECEIVE_SMS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. Phase I User Study

Study Design: We conducted an online survey for obtaining user feedback on all variants of icons we created for location, query and identity. We recruited participants using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT). We designed each Human Intelligence Task (HIT) as a set of explanations and questions. We explained to users what query, identity, and location information mean in mobile environments and showed them our icon variants. For each icon variant we obtained their opinion using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from Highly Likely (5) to Highly Unlikely (1). For example, we showed the users all variants of an identity icon and asked them “How likely are you to select image 1 to represent a person’s identity?” All HITs were completed in 6 days, we received 160 responses out of which 23 were discarded, since they were partial. Hence, we obtained 137 valid responses for phase I. On an average it took 5 minutes 20 seconds for participants to complete the HIT and each participant was paid $0.20 per HIT.

User Validation: We used the following validation test to ensure that target users of our survey were Android users. All participants were asked to provide Android OS version of their device before continuing to take the survey. We provided instructions for users to find the OS version on their device. 52.94% of our participants used Jelly Bean, 16.17% used Gingerbread and 13.23% used Kit-Kat. Finally, we limited our participants only to United States and required them to have a lifetime approval rate higher than 90% i.e., the rate of successfully completing previous tasks.

B. Results of Phase I User Study

The aim of our phase I questionnaire was to pick best icon for identity, location and query based on user feedback and comments. We obtained Likert scale ratings (1-5) for each icon from users. This allowed us to gather data reflecting users’ opinion on each icon separately, rather than obtaining their opinion in terms of relative comparison. We show all user responses for each icon in figure 3. We present our analysis results in table II. It shows the mean (μ), standard deviation (σ) and Z-score to percentile rank for each icon. We used the Z-score technique, since it converts the raw score into normal score. We calculated the Z-score where observation value is a reasonable benchmark to which the mean is compared with. We set the observation value to 75% for a 5 point Likert scale i.e., (5*0.75=3.75).

In addition to asking users for feedback on icons, we asked users two more questions to know their interest and comfortability about third party data sharing. The questions were: (i)”Are you interested in knowing how data collected from your smartphone by mobile apps is being used and shared by the app provider?” We allowed users to answer with a Yes/No option to answer. 114 participants out of a total 137 i.e., approx. 83% answered Yes, which shows users’ interest in having access to this information and better understanding about the data sharing policies of apps. (ii)”How comfortable would you be allowing apps to access your information if they let you know how it will be used?” i.e., their comfortability level when apps let them know how their location, identity and query information is going to be used by app providers. We collected user responses on a Likert scale ranging from “Not comfortable at all” to “Highly comfortable”. We show user responses for this question in figure 2. It can be seen that only a small portion of users were highly comfortable while majority of users were (highly) uncomfortable if information related to their identity was revealed.

C. Phase II User Study

The aim of our phase II user study was to determine the effectiveness of our solution; specifically determining the effectiveness of including privacy threat from third parties associated with the app, compare our privacy threat representation with existing solution i.e., with current Android permissions list and finally obtain user feedback on our granular approach to privacy threat representation.
TABLE II. PHASE I SURVEY ANALYSIS RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Identity</th>
<th>Query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Icons</td>
<td>µ</td>
<td>σ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="" /></td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="" /></td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="" /></td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. PHASE II SURVEY DETAILS. APP USED IN EACH SURVEY AND CRITERIA FOR SELECTING THAT APP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App name</th>
<th>Criteria for selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angry Birds</td>
<td>Sends location to third party ad libraries, compromising the location granule. Top 50 app.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit Ninja</td>
<td>Sends location to third party ad libraries, compromising the location granule. Top 50 app.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deer Hunter</td>
<td>Sends users’ IMEIs to third party ad libraries, compromising the identity granule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp</td>
<td>One of the most used location-based services apps, shares user data with third parties and content distributors. Might be sharing user search queries with third parties thus compromising their search query details.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Study Design:** Based on our findings from analysis of top 50 Android apps, we identified data accessible to app providers and ad libraries included them. We created 4 surveys based on our findings. Each of the 4 surveys was focused around a single app and privacy threats it might pose to end users. The primary reason for selecting 4 different apps was to cover different possible threat scenarios posed to users. For example, for Angry Birds app, we detected that it is sending location information (through traffic analysis) to third party ad library whereas for Yelp app we could not determine such data sharing through traffic analysis. However, Yelp’s privacy policy states that it shares data with content distributors and their contractors have access to user data [26]. Hence, it was important to present these different threat scenarios using our new icon-based privacy threat interface to users. Table III presents details about apps used in each survey and rationale behind selecting for them.

In all 4 surveys, users were asked same set of questions pertaining to different apps. In each survey, we first explained our privacy granule definitions, showed them the current permissions list for a particular app, and asked questions related to easiness of finding threat to their privacy granules from the app provider. Next users were shown our proposed interface (customized with findings for each app) for the same app and we asked questions related to easiness of finding threat to their privacy granules from app providers and third parties. Next, we asked users to evaluate the effectiveness, impact of the proposed interface during install time. Finally, we asked users their opinion about our granular approach and their perception regarding the identity granule.

**User Validation:** In addition to using same methodology as phase I for user validation, we also used another validation question in this phase. After presenting the users with the proposed interface, we asked them which privacy granules had threat from third parties associated with the app. Users were given radio button-based answer options with each option being different combinations of privacy granules. Correct response to this question would ensure that participants have actually studied the new interface before answering questions related to the proposed interface. In our analysis, we only considered responses of participants who got it correct for the validation question.

We recruited participants for all 4 surveys using AMT and designed each HIT as a set of explanations and questions. All HITS were completed in 7 days, we received 324 responses out of which 52 were discarded, since they were either partial or did not meet our validation criteria. Finally, we obtained 272 valid responses for all 4 surveys. On an average, it took 9 minutes 21 seconds for participants to complete the HIT and each participant was paid $0.30 per HIT.

**D. Results of Phase II User Study**

**Ease of Use of the New Icon-based Interface**
We measured the ease of use of the proposed interface using two criteria:

(a) Criteria 1: Easiness in identifying privacy threats from app provider: While using this criteria as measurement, we asked users how easy it was to find if there is threat to their privacy granules by reading the permissions list. The question for determining ease of use to find threat to location granule was: "How easy it is to find if your location information is being accessed by reading the permissions list?". Users were given Likert scale options to answer ranging from "Very Difficult (1)" to "Very Easy (5)". The same question was again asked to users after showing them the proposed interface and their responses were collected on a similar Likert scale. Figure 4 shows Likert scale answers for each survey. Analysis of Likert responses are shown in table IV. It can be observed that ease of finding threat to identity and query information in our proposed interface were statistically significant (p < .05, p < .005 and p < .0001) in pair-wise t-tests for all apps. These results suggest that users felt identifying threat to identity and query is more easy in the proposed interface than the permissions list. At the same time, we observed that finding threat to location information was easier in the proposed interface than in the permissions list. However the difference was not statistically significant.

(b) Criteria 2: Easiness in identifying privacy threats from third parties: We did not compare our proposed interface with permissions list for this criteria, since the permissions list does not present threats posed from third parties. Users were asked "How easy it is to find if your identity information is shared with third parties?" to determine if they could detect threat to their identity granule from third parties. Similar questions were asked for detecting threats to location and query granules. Users were given Likert scale options to answer ranging from "Very Difficult (1)" to "Very Easy (5)" to respond. Table V shows analysis of user responses for all surveys. We calculated Z-score of Likert responses with the observation value set to 70% (3.5) for a 5 point Likert scale and determined the significance of user responses. It can be observed that all user responses were statistically significant (at p < 0.05) establishing that users were easily able to detect threat to their privacy granules from third parties through our proposed interface.

<p>| TABLE V. ANALYSIS OF LIKERT RESPONSES RECEIVED FOR EASINESS OF FINDING THREATS FROM THIRD PARTIES |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Identity</th>
<th>Query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z-score</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Z-score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry Birds</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit Ninja Free</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deer Hunter</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effectiveness of including threats from third parties

We asked users to rate the effectiveness of the proposed interface in order to understand the impact of showing privacy threats posed from third party ad libraries before they installed the app. Users were given Likert scale options to answer ranging from "Strongly Disagree(1)" to "Strongly Disagree(5)" and presented following questions.

How much do you agree with following statements:

S1. This interface would help you to understand privacy risks posed to your location, identity and search query from both the app and other third parties.

S2. This interface would help you to decide whether or not to install the app because third parties accessing data is important to know.

Table VI shows analyzed results for each question. We
calculated Z-score with observed value at 70% (3.5). For all apps, users’ responses were statistically significant ($p < 0.05$) for both questions. This suggests that comprehensive presentation of privacy threats from all entities associated with an app before installing the app would help users make a better installation decision.

**Table VI. Analysis of user responses for questions on effectiveness of the proposed interface**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App Name</th>
<th>Location Permissions</th>
<th>Proposed Interface T</th>
<th>Identity Permissions</th>
<th>Proposed Interface T</th>
<th>Query Permissions</th>
<th>Proposed Interface T</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angry Birds(67)</td>
<td>4.35(0.82)</td>
<td>4.47(0.76)</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>4.21(0.92)</td>
<td>4.46(0.78)</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit Ninja Free(68)</td>
<td>4.32(0.71)</td>
<td>4.43(0.81)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4.17(1.17)</td>
<td>4.46(0.80)</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deer Hunter(59)</td>
<td>4.35(0.84)</td>
<td>4.47(0.85)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>4.20(0.95)</td>
<td>4.47(0.75)</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp (74)</td>
<td>4.43(0.85)</td>
<td>4.43(0.82)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4.21(0.96)</td>
<td>4.57(0.68)</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Self Reported Installation Decision**

We wanted to know if the proposed interface design would influence users’ app installation decision. To this end, we asked all users (at beginning of the survey) if they had used the app before with “Yes/No” options. Later, at the end of the survey we asked users how likely were they to install the app after viewing the proposed interface. We presented them with Likert options to answer ranging from “Not likely at all (1)” to “Very likely (5)”. The question asked was: “How likely are you to install this app after seeing the above interface?”. Figure 5 shows the Likert responses for each app. For each app, more than 60% of users responded either with “Not Likely” or “Not Likely at all” to install the app after viewing the proposed interface. We present our findings for app installation decision change in Table VII. The ‘Yes’ to ‘Not likely/Not likely at all’ represents number of users who have used the app and have changed their responses to ‘Not likely’ or ‘Not likely at all’ to install after looking at the proposed interface. It can be observed that majority of users who have used the Angry Birds and Fruit Ninja apps tended towards not to install them. A possible reason for this could be unauthorized access of their location information by third parties in these apps.

**How do users perceive their identity?**

To evaluate the feasibility of our approach, we wanted to understand how users perceive threat to their identity granule. To this end, we asked users questions related to their identity information.

At the end of the survey, we asked users if they wished to see the identity granule divided in to more sub-groups than what it currently represented such that we could further enhance our granular approach in future work. The question was: “In the proposed interface, identity has information related to your email address, phone number, IMEI number, phone call details, contacts details, SMS, calendar details, microphone, camera and photos. Do you think that this grouping should be split?”. Users were given radio button answer options that were: "I think this group is good", "I think this group is good but a couple of those things should get their own icons", "I need all this information split up into different groups" and "I want to see every permission separately". Out of total 272 responses received, 62 responded with "I think this group is good" and 150 responded with "I think this group is good but a couple of those things should get their own icons" suggesting that users are interested to see more granular approach to their identity granule. We presented a follow up question: "Which information that might reveal your identity would you like to see in a separate group represented by an icon for itself?". Users were given check-box based answer options: Camera, Contacts, Calendar, Photos, and SMS. We show top 5 combinations based on number of user responses in figure 6. It can be noted that majority of users consider threat to their contacts and SMS as threat to their identity.
VII. DISCUSSION

The goal of our work was to create a usable alternative solution to current Android permissions list that presents privacy threats from all parties associated with an app to end users. We wanted to find if users would comprehend our new icon-based interface and make an informed decision during installation of that app. Overall, majority of the users appreciated our proposed interface and provided feedback that it helps them better understand which entities are able to access their data and in some cases such interface would influence their decision to install the app.

A. Prevalence of ad libraries and users’ concerns

Our analysis of top 50 free Android apps revealed that 29 of them included 22 distinct ad libraries among them. Popular apps like My Talking Tom, Super-Bright LED Flashlight, Fruit Ninja Free and Angry Birds have access to user’s information on device and include 11, 9, 7 and 5 ad libraries respectively. This shows the prevalence of ad libraries among most used apps and wide scope for user information dissemination among untrusted third parties. Findings pertaining to sharing of sensitive user information with multiple third parties by Angry Birds [15] also supports this claim.

Majority participants stated that they would feel least comfortable with such information sharing practices. One of the user comments in this regard was: "it makes me uncomfortable to know how much information is revealed", helps us understand users’ concern with undisclosed information sharing and data access procedures in place. Therefore, we believe our interface is a huge step towards educating users by providing a consolidated threat interface that includes privacy threats from app provider and associated third parties.

B. Usability of the proposed interface

Icons for location and identity granules selected from our phase I survey are same as those used in current Android permissions list for those granules, which further establishes their wide acceptance. It should be noted that our Phase I survey was conducted in February’14, before icons were their wide acceptance. It should be noted that our Phase I survey are same as those used in current Android permissions list regarding threat posed from ad libraries included in apps, which further establishes their wide acceptance. It should be noted that our Phase I survey were conducted in February’14, before icons were introduced in Android permissions list.

Our user studies suggest that using icons with a simple design and appropriate threat representation captures users’ attention better than regular text-heavy descriptions. Majority of users responded extremely positive to our icon-based privacy threat interface. For instance, out of 89 comments received for Angry Birds app, 69 were positive, 10 were neutral, and 10 were negative towards the new interface. Some of the positive comments were: "I like to know who has access to my information so that I can decide whether to share it.Doing so backhandedly annoyed me as I’m not in control of something personal.", "I think its useful to know what kind of information is being shared when deciding to purchase/download an app.", "Its very useful to see. There is no downside to it, its very informative and helps you distinguish between good apps and bad apps," and “knowing what information is being shared with third parties will affect my judgement on weather or not to install an app.”

Improving the proposed interface: While majority of users appreciated the proposed interface, there was a set of users who provided feedback to further enhance the design and usability of the proposed interface. Primarily, users wanted to see more precise details about information sharing i.e., they wanted to know exactly what information was being shared with which third parties and why. Especially in cases where third parties could access identity information and there was no confirmation regarding this. Some comments related to this from users were: "I liked seeing what exactly is expected to be shared and not shared, I didn’t like the possible description. I think it would be best to have it be a yes or no, plain and simple.", "It doesn’t tell how it will be used." and “it’s useful to see, but still unknown *why* they want access/permission at all.” Considering more privacy granules, especially representing identity as more granules might allow users to see more precise information regarding what exactly is being shared that might reveal their identity. As specified above, users are more interested to see threats to their contacts and SMS details. However, screen sizes of smart phones might pose a challenge to represent high number of privacy granules in the proposed interface. An avenue we plan to pursue in this regard is to implement a scrollable privacy threat interface and subject that to more user studies and feedback.

C. Limitations

Both of our studies were performed through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, which has a number of known biases. We attempted to mitigate these by working to capture only actual Android users as participants and by asking a mix of free-response and multiple choice questions. As our designs were shown in studies, our participants were not actually downloading apps on to their own devices, which may cause any number of changes in the way they behave in the real world compared to these results. Especially, users’ decision to install the app after looking at the proposed interface might be different in real world depending upon the underlying usage context. Further testing of this and other Android permission replacement interfaces demands real world study. Finally, we only tested a small number of apps and are in the process of expanding this work to a much wider range of app types and possible privacy threats.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Owing to lack of clarity in current Android permissions list regarding threat posed from ad libraries included in apps, we proposed an alternative icon-based privacy threat display (using granular privacy approach) for Android users that presented privacy threats from both app providers and third parties. Through rigorous user studies, we have uncovered that mobile users are interested to adopt more such usable and informative interfaces that might have an impact on their app installation decision.

Our long-term vision is to use our methodology for profiling ad libraries in terms of what information they can gather about users such that they could track them across multiple apps. We are currently analyzing top 100 apps in all categories of Google Play Store and plan to represent our findings for each app (through a publicly accessible web interface and mobile app) using the proposed interface and assist users in making an informed decision regarding installation of an app of their interest.
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